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MICROWAVE DIELECTRIC CHARACTERIZATION OF
UNPATTERNED THIN FILMS USING A TEo^, MODE
DIELECTRIC RESONATOR TECHNIQUE: THEORY
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Boulder, CO 80305
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Electronic Systems and Technology Division, Code 6850.3
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An axially layered cyhndrical dielectric resonator, composed of a substrate and thin film, is

placed into a parallel plate waveguide and operated as an axi-symmetric TEo7y resonant-

mode structure for microwave dielectric thin-film characterization. Using this mode struc-

ture, dielectric properties in the plane of the film can be measured. The presence of a

tunable gap in the parallel plate v/aveguide allows for partial electric field filling factors in

the film to be maximized and for characterization of the dielectric thin film over a tun-

able frequency range. Self-adjoint operator theory is used to solve the differential equations

describing the z-dependent field variations and solutions are radially mode-matched. In

addition, uncertainty analyses for thin-film permittivity and dielectric loss tangent are pre-

sented. Unpatterned thin-film measurements with this technique may then be compared

with those obtained using coplanar waveguide patterned devices.

Key words: dielectric constant; dielectric resonator; loss tangent; microwave

measurements; permittivity measurement; relaxation mechanisms; resonance; substrate;

unpatterned thin film dielectric measurement
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INTRODUCTION

Techniques used in the evaluation of the dielectric properties of thin-film struc-

tures are important for many applications. Some of these applications are thin-

film dynamic random access memory (DRAM) cells, high-frequency bypass on-chip

capacitors for monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMICs), thin-film phase-

shifters and filters.

Above 1 GHz, little is known about thin-film dielectric behavior. At these

frequencies, measurements become more difficult due to stray admittance effects

around the thin-film deposited structure or as a consequence of the circuit pat-

terning itself. Dielectric properties of thin-film structures often differ appreciably

from their bulk counterparts. For example, the real permittivities of thin films are

usually smaller and dielectric losses significantly larger than those of corresponding

bulk materials. Tunabilities of ferroelectric thin films not only depend on the mi-

crostructure of the deposited film, but also on the substrate. These differences may
be due to nonuniform strain arising from film-substrate atomic lattice mismatches,

film compositional inhomogeneities, film conductivity, film structural imperfections

or electronic effects of film-substrate interfaces. In addition, the dielectric proper-

ties of unpatterned thin films can differ significantly from their patterned counter-

parts. Conductor losses from patterning often dominate insertion losses of a circuit

structure at microwave frequencies, making it difficult to evaluate fundamental loss

relaxation mechanisms occurring in the film and film-substrate structure. In this

report a dielectric resonator method is investigated that could be used to evaluate

the dielectric properties of unpatterned thin films.

DIELECTRIC RESONATOR TECHNIQUE FOR UNPATTERNED
THIN-FILM CHARACTERIZATION

One approach that can be used in dielectric characterization of an unpatterned

thin film at microwave frequencies is illustrated in Fig. 1. This model shows a

low-loss dielectric resonator with deposited thin film located between the ground

planes of a parallel plate waveguide. The experimental setup is similar to the classic

Hakki-Coleman [1] or Courtney technique [2] except that a gap exists between the

top of the thin film and the upper ground plane to maximally affect resonant electric

field structure in the film.

In general, use of a specimen in a dielectric resonator configuration is a commonly

used approach for accurate complex permittivity evaluation of low-loss materials [3].

Dielectric resonator techniques, when applicable, usually provide higher accuracies

than other resonant cavity methods because partial electric filling factors for an
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Figure 1: Dielectric resonator system for microwave thin-film measurement.
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appropriately chosen mode structure and practically sized specimens are greater,

often by a factor of 30 to 100. Uncertainties in various dielectric resonator system

techniques typically depend on geometric parameters of the specimen and the rel-

ative uncertainty with which resonant frequency is measured for real permittivity

evaluation. For dielectric loss evaluation, uncertainties will largely depend on the

relative uncertainties with which conductor losses are determined, as well as any cou-

pling or radiation losses. Additionally, loss tangent uncertainty will depend on the

measurement accuracy of the unloaded Q-factor at the resonant mode of operation.

The introduction of a gap between the thin-film specimen and the upper ground

plane greatly increases the difficulty of analyzing the electromagnetic fields in the

composite structure. The electromagnetic fields in each partial region of the com-

posite dielectric resonator structure can be treated as a superposition of transverse

magnetic (TM or E-mode) and transverse electric (TE or H-mode) constituents.

Boundary conditions on tangential electric and magnetic field components are ap-

plied at the cylindrical and axial boundaries and the determinant of a matrix is

derived as the eigenvalue equation.

Because introduction of a gap leads to radiative TM and hybrid modes, we

consider here the dominant axi-symmetric TEo-y^y mode (0 < 7 < 1 and 0 < u < 1)

Vyfhich. is evanescent in the regions exterior to the axially layered dielectric resonator.

We recall that Maxwell's equations in source-free regions for e-''^* time depen-

dence are

V X # = juJ€*E, (1)

VxE=-— = -juf,*H, (2)

= S7^* H + fx*V H
= 0, (3)

V • {€*E)

Ve* E^c*V -E

0, (4)

where e* = eof* is the complex permittivity, //* = ^q^* is the complex permeability,

e* = 6^(1 — jtan6) is the relative complex permittivity with real permittivity

and dielectric loss tangent tan^, and where ^* = //^(l — tan^^n) is the relative

complex permeability with real permeability ^'^ and magnetic loss tangent tan 6^;

VJ9 =
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€o = 8.854 X 10~^^ F/m and fiQ - Att x 10"'^ H/m are the free space permittivity

and permeability, and u) — 27:f is the angular frequency.

Equations (1) through (4) are valid for charge-free materials having linear,

isotropic permittivity and permeability. If the medium is dielectrically and mag-

netically homogeneous, eqs (3) and (4) can be written as

and

V H = 0

V • ^ = 0.

(5)

(6)

The vector Helmholtz equations are readily derived from eqs (1), (2), (5), and (6)

and the vector identity V x V x A = V(V A) - V'^A; i.e..

(V^ + k^)E = 0, (7)

and

{V'^e)H^O, (8)

where k'^ — u'^^*e*.

In general, eqs (7) and (8) can be resolved into three scalar Helmholtz equations

when solving electromagnetic field problems. However, the level of difficulty can

be reduced by noting that only two field components are needed to derive all other

components. In cylindrical coordinates these may be the axially-directed Ez (E-

mode or TM) and (H-mode or TE) components.

In cylindrical coordinates {r,(f)^z) the curl operator on a vector A is

V X A = A J_ A
9r d4> dz

At T Afk Az

IdAz dA^\
,

„

ar I

-~. ^— I + a„
r 84) dz

dAr dAz

d: di

+ 0^
1
^^irA,) -^
dr^^'^^ d4^\

so that Faraday's and Ampere's laws may be written

1 dEz dEs

T d(j) dz

dEr dEz

dz dr

(9)

(10)

(11)
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and

1
"

dEr'

dr d(f> .

r d<j) dz

dHr

dz dr

1 dHr

r dr d(t>

= -jujfx*H^,

= juJ€*Er,

= ju;€*E^,

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

By substitution, all transverse electric and magnetic field components can be written

in terms of the axial Ez and Hz components,

d^
dz^

dz^

Id^Ez^. ^dH,

r dzd(j) dr
'

d-'H.

r d(j) dzdr
'

(16)

(17)

and

dz^

dz'^

H,
. JEz^ld'Hz

dr r dzdcf)'

+ k^' Er
d-'Ez

dzdr
JU/J.

IdHz

r d(j)
'

where the longitudinal field components must satisfy

and

+ k' Ez

Hz = 0.

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

Note that E^ = 0 for TE modes and Hz — 0 for TM modes. For axi-symmetric TE
modes, Ez — H^j, = Er = 0 and for axi-symmetric TM modes, Hz — E^ = Hr — 0.
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The dielectric resonator system illustrated in Fig. 1 contains a relative real per-

mittivity 6^ that is a piecewise-constant function of z. In general, we can choose

to represent the field in each partial region as a superposition of the H-mode and
E-mode constituents which individually satisfy the boundary conditions at the con-

ductor plates, and in which the sum of the tangential H-mode and E-mode con-

stituents are continuous across boundaries. In this analysis, we will assume that

the substrate and thin film are nonmagnetic, so that there is no discontinuity in

the longitudinal magnetic field for TE modes across the axial boundaries z = h\ ox

z - hx -\- h2. From eqs (4) and (6) we recognize that if E is TE to z, V • ^ = 0,

even for the piecewise-constant permittivity function of our dielectric resonator

system. Hence the electric field can be given by the curl of a ^-directed Hertzian

potential H,

-E = -—VxH, (22)

where

H = iH^ = zi)^{T, z) cos(m0). (23)

The superscript h denotes the H-mode potential that generates a TE field transverse

to z, which is the solution of the Helmholtz wave equation expressed in cylindrical

coordinates,

ld_

T dr dr
+^ + f^oKi^' = 0. (24)

^2

where kQ = u)^fio€o. Equations (16) through (21) demonstrate that any mode struc-

ture of the dielectric resonator system shown in Fig. 1 can be decomposed into its

TE and TM parts, and that all field components can be derived from the longi-

tudinal electric and magnetic fields. For the dominant axi-symmetric TE resonant

frequency, we can show tiiat all field components in all regions are derivable from

the azimuthal electric field, E^{r,z), which satisfies the following equation.

k\z) - i
r

where k'^{z) is the wavenumber equal to u'^^qCo in the regions exterior to the com-

posite dielectric resonator, ^^"^ fJ'0£o^*,thinftim ^^^^ ^^f^o^o^*, substrate

substrate.

Note that eq (25) can be written in operator form,

DrE^ + D,E^ = 0, (26)

where Dr and Dz are the partial differential operators acting on functions of r

and z. Because is self- adjoint, E^ can be expanded in a series of orthogonal

eigenfunctions ^^(2) of Dz with real eigenvalues [4].
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For convenience, we will use the subscripts 1 and 2 to denote the substrate and

thin film, respectively. Subscript 3 denotes the region hi + h2 < z < h, with r < a

and the subscript 4 denotes the region r > a.

The necessary continuity boundary conditions for fields transverse electric to z

that must be satisfied are

Since

and

0 < r < a,

E^{r, 0) = E^ir, /i) = 0, hi + /12

Ecf^A^^hi) = E^^i{r,hi), 0 < r < a,

E4>,3{T,hi + /i2) = E^^2ir,hi + /i2),

Hr,i{r,hi) = Hr,2{r,hi), 0 < r < a,

Hr,2{f,hi + /12) = Hr,3ir,hi + h2), 0 < r < a,

^2,i(a,^) = ^^,4(^,2), 0 < 2; < /ii,

Hz,2{a, z) = Hz^4{a, z), hi < z < hi -\- h2.

Ht — —

= - 1 1

1 dE^

jufi dz

d{rE4,)]

jujfi r

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)

(31)

(32)

(33)

(34)

(35)

we note that E^ and dE^/dz are continuous d^t z — hi and z — hi -\- h2 and that

E(j), dE^/dr^ and d{rE^)ldr are continuous at r = a. In addition, the choice of the

radial dependence of E^ must satisfy the Sommerfeld radiation condition as r —> 00

in the region exterior to the dielectric resonator.

Modal Expansions

We divide the model space into two regions, Kext for r > a and Kint for r < a.

In Rext) f^'^i^) remains spatially constant and is equal to kQ. Hence,

00

E4,,ea:t{^,z) = E^^^ir.z) = E^{r,z) = ^ 5„/i'i(e^)<ext(^), r > a (36)

n= l

where Ki is the modified Bessel function of order 1, Z!^^^^^{z) — s'm{n7rz/ h), and

= [{nn/hf - or = -j[kl - {mr/hf]^/^. The TE axial eigenfunctions
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^texti^) satisfy the boundary conditions Z^,ext(0) = ^n,ex<(/^) = 0 in the region

exterior to the composite dielectric resonator using eq (27). For nonradiating modes,

all values of are real.

In the region Rmt, the relevant modal expansions are more complex, since this

region is not homogeneous. In Rmt, k'^i^) is independent of r, so that the operator

eq (26) is valid, Dz is self-adjoint, and can be expanded in a series of orthogonal

eigenfunctions Zll{z) of with real eigenvalues r]^. Hence the azimuthal electric

field in Rint may be rigorously represented by the eigenfunction expansion,

oo

E<l>ir,z) = A,Ji(Cir)Zi(z) 0 < r < a, (37)

n=l

where Ji is the Bessel function of the first kind, order 1, Cn — iVn)^^^ oi" Cn —

j{—'f]nY^^ is the radial wavenumber associated with the j\th axial eigenfunction cho-

sen so that 77^ are the positive real eigenvalues of Z!^{z). The TE eigenfunctions are

determined by solving the self-adjoint Sturm- Liouville problem

^Zi(^)+(fc2^.-r;;)z^(^) = 0, (38)

subject to field boundary conditions at axial boundaries for 0 < r < a. For 0 < r <

a,

e^[z) = 67.^1, 0 < -2 < /ii,

= er-,2, hi < z <hi-\- /i2, (39)

= 1, hi + h2 < z < h.

Equation (38) has an infinite number of real, discrete eigenvalues [5]. The eigen-

functions Zl!;{z) can also be made real-valued by multiplying them by appropriate

nonzero constants. When properly normalized, they are orthonormal so that

Jo
Zi,{z)Zi{z)dz Zlzt >= Smn, (40)

where 6mn is the Kronecker delta equal to 1 when m = n and 0 when n.

In each dielectric region for which 0 < r < a, the axial eigenfunctions will have

different functional forms, so that we introduce the notation

Ziliz) = -^Zli{z\ 0<z<hi
IC!i

Zi,2(^), hi<Z<hi^h2 (41)

9



where are the normalization coefficients that render the eigenfunctions ortho-

normal with the inner product specified in eq (40).

For each dielectric layer we have

+ (^o<i - ^;Xi = 0, (42)

-J^ + (^o4,2 - V^)Zt,2 = 0, (43)

(PZ^
-j^ + {kl - 7y^)Zi,3 = 0. (44)

At the perfectly conducting plates the azimuthal electric field vanishes. Hence,

by eqs (27) and (37)

= 0, ^ = 0, (45)

and

Zi,3(^) = 0, z = h. (46)

Continuity of the tangential electric field E^f, across z = h\ and z = h\-\- h2 requires

that

<i(^) = <2(^), ^ = ^1, (47)

and

<2(^)=<3(^), Z = h,^h2. (48)

Continuity of the tangential magnetic field Hr across z = hi and z = hi-\-h2 requires

continuity of dE^/dz, or by eqs (30), (32), and (34),

and
dZ^^.iz) dZl^{z)

z = hi+h2. (50)
dz dz

General solutions to eqs (42) through (44) may be written in each region as

<i(z) = a„sin(/3;,i^), (51)

Z^^iz) = bn sin(/3;,2^) + cn cos(/?J,2z), (52)

10



Z^,3(z) = d,sin[/3i_3(^-/^)], (53)

where = (fc^^.i - or = j^^J - kle',,,f": = (^o'42 - ^^)^/' or

/?n'
2 = i(^n' - ^^4,2)'/'; and

/?i,3
= (^^ _ ^^.)i/2

^ ^ ^-(^^ _ ^2)i/2_ Application

of the boundary conditions given by eqs (47),(49),and (50) into the latter equations

yields the following unnormalized solutions for the TE axial eigenfunctions in each

region for 0 < r < a (see Appendix A),

Zi,i(^) = a„sin(/5;,iz), (54)

<2(^) = a„-jicos(/3;,i/ii) tan$;cos[/?;,2('^-/^i)] + sin[/5;,2(^-/ii)]l(55)
Pn,7 '

and

^n,3(^) = an
3^^

tan$^an(/3;,2/i2)-l

• sin[/?;,3(/i-^)],

where we have introduced

oh
r'n,

tan$:j = -^tan(/5;^,i/ii;

(56)

(57)

Axial Propagation Constant Equation

The form of the unnormalized axial eigenfunction in the gap expressed by eq

(56) was derived by invoking continuity of the radial magnetic field at z = /ii + /i2-

Continuity of the azimuthal electric field dl z = h\ -\- h2 then permits derivation of

the axial propagation constant equation. We may rewrite eq (56) at ^ = /ii + /i2 as

Z;,3(/ii + /12) = a,

cos(/5^,i/ii)cos(/3;,2/i2)

n,3 COs(/?;,3/l3)
tan tan(/3^ 2^1 sin(/?^,3/i3)

cos{Pl,h,) cos(/3;,2^2) [tan tan(/3;,2/^2) - 1

^|itan(/3;>3),

11



or

Zi_3(/ii + /12) = a„^cos(/?J,i/ii)cos(/3;,2/i2)[tan$„taii(/?i,2/^2)-l]oh

tan *n,

where

Similarly,

«^"*i = S^t='n(/3;,3A3).
Pn,3

(58)

(59)

^n,2(^i + /^2) = a„-^cos(/3^_i/ii) tan$„cos(/?^_2/^2) + sin(/?;j_2/^2)

= an-r^cos(/?J,i/ii)cos(/3;_2/^2) tan + tan(/3i_2/i2) • (60)
/^n,2

Continuity of the tangential electric field E^^2 = ^(^,3 ^-t the z = /ii + /12 interface

then yields

or

Gn-^ cos(/5i i/ii) cos(/?;_2^2) tan + tan(/5^_2^2)

Pn,2

- cos(/3j,i/ii) cos(/3j_2^2) tan tan(/5j_2^2) - 1

Hence

tan + tan + tan(;5i 2/^2)

With the use of the angle-sum relation [6]

1 - tan$J;tan*J; = 0.

tan .

(61)

tan X + tan y

eq (61) becomes

tan(x + y) = —
1 — tan X tan y

tan($i + *;) + tan(/3i,2/^2) = 0.

(62)

(63)

12



We note that $^ and '^'^ are always real when
2 real, even if ^ and 3 are

imaginary (Appendix B). Therefore, use of the function-sum relation [6]

tan X + tan y
sm{x + y)

cos X cos y

reduces eq (63) to

as long as cos($„ + ^ 0 and cos(/3^_2^2) 7^ 0. Equivalently

(64)

(65)

tan" §^tan(/3;,i/.i) + tan
-1

^tan(/?J,3/z3:
./-'n,3

+ /3;:,2^2 - ^TT = 0,

= 0,±1,±2,±3,... (66)

In this analysis, we will assume that the thin film under test has the highest real

permittivity; that is e'^j > 4i ^2 > 1- ^^^^ show that the eigenvalues

7/^ are always less than A;Qe^2 ^o that /5^2 is always positive real [7]. The axial

wavenumbers (5^^^ and /3^ 3 can be expressed in terms of /3^2-

«2)'-^-2«2-<l)
1/2

and

/3.n,3

1/2

(67)

(68)

Consequently, when eqs (67) and (68) are substituted into eq (66), we obtain a

resultant eigenvalue equation in 2 ^^or each value of n. We solve eq (66) numerically

for /3;_2 and compute r/J ^ = ^o4,2 " {(^n,2?

Normalization Constants

Equations (54) through (56) can be used to evaluate the normalization constants

that make Z^{z) real- valued and an orthonormal set with inner product defined

as in eq (40). From eqs (40) and (41), we have

-dz +
/•ft]

7/11 c
-dz +

hi +h2
dz 1. (69)
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We can conveniently set = s° ^^at

.2( ah

(70)

where

Jo
(71)

and

rhi+h2 ,

tan cos /5n,2(^-^i) +sin /?;:,2(^-/ii) rf^, (72)

sm
hi+h2

dz. (73)

The integrals /i, /2, and Is are in standard form (Appendix C), so that the expression

for the normalization constants may be written as

+

+

1

cos2(/5^i/ii)
[/i2(tan2 $„ + !) +

sin(/?^,2/i2)cos(/3^,2^2)

/^n',2

(tan^ - l)

^
tan$^sin^(/j^2fe2) .

COS^(/?;:,l/ll)cOS^(/3;^,,/l2)

2(/?^,3)2cOs2(/3;_3/.3)
tan $n tan(/3j 2^2) - 1

smi(3i^^^hs)cos{Pl^hs)

0
n̂,3

14



Radial Mode Matching

The continuity of and (or d{rE^)/dr at the radial boundary r = a with the

modal eigenfunction expansions given by eqs (36) and (37) must still be enforced.

Using the identities [8]

= yJoiy). (75)

and

we obtain

dy

djyKijy))

dy
-yKoiy). (76)

^ 5„/vi(e;a) sm{n7:z/h) = J2 AmMCa)Z';,{z), (77)

71=1 m= l

and

- E ^uM^nCi) MnTTz/h) = J2 CA^MCa)Zt,{z), (78)

n= l m= l

where Z!^[z) is given by eq (41) and eqs (54) through (56). If we now take the inner

product of each side of eqs (77) and (78) with Z!^{z), we obtain

oo

Y,BnKr{Cta) < Z^, sin(n7r^//i) >= AmMCa). (79)

n-l

and
oo

- J2 ^uBnKoiCia) < Zt,sm{nTz/h) >= C^A^Jo(da), (80)

valid for all m. The constant Am can be ehminated from the above two equations

to give

E 5n[d^o(da)A'i(e;a) + dii'o(e;a)Ji(da)] < sin(n7r^//i) > = 0,

n=l

(81)

also valid for all m. The inner product < Zm,sm{mrz/ h) > is given by

15



1 f^^
< Z!^,s\n{mrz/h) > =

[ / ^s'm{nnz/h)dz
,
/nh Jo

hi +/i2

+
rh

2 + /
Z^;^sm{mrz/h)dz]

1 cos(/?^_i/ii)-

+

where

C^/3i,3COs(/?^,3/l3)

(82)

tan$^tan(/5^_2^2) - 1 ^3,

f h
Ii = sin{(3^iz)s'm[n'Kz/h)dz,

Jo
(83)

rhi+h2 / , u \ mrz
h =

J
(tan$^cos[/?^_2(-2^-^i)] + sm[/?i,i(2-/ii)])sm(-^)rf^,(84)

and
rh

— / sin j3^^{h — z) sm{mrz/h)dz.
Jhi+h2 ^

'

(85)

The integrals /i, I2, and Is are evaluated in closed form in Appendix D so that,

< Z!^,sin(mrz/h) >

h /5^,i/icos(/?^,i/ii)sin(^)-n7rsin(/?^,,/ii)cos(^)

h

+
hcos{(5i^,h,)^ ^

n7r(cos(^)-cos[^^^^^]cos[/34>2])
-(tan $

mf^m,2

/?^>sin[^l^:i^]sin(/3^,2/^2)
.

+

+

f^^,2h (cos(/?^,2^2)sin[^^^^^] - sin(^)) - n7r sin(/j4,2^2) cos[^^^^^]

h cos(y9i,_i/ii) cos(/5^_2^2) tan ^rn tan(/5^_2^2) - 1

n7rtan(/?^,3fe3)cos[ ^ ^V /^m.s^sin^ ^ 1
f 2;

(86)
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Real Permittivity Evaluation or Resonant Frequency Prediction

Equation (81) represents a infinite system of homogeneous equations. In order

for nontrivial solutions to exist, the determinant of the coefficients of matrix [B]

must vanish. The real relative permittivity of the thin film may now be evaluated,

given the dominant TE(y,,y resonant frequency, dielectric substrate and thin film

dimensions, distance between the ground planes of the parallel plate waveguide, reaJ

relative permittivity of the substrate, and values of the axial propagation constants

determined by the eigenvalue eq (66). Conversely, given the permittivity of the thin

film, the resonant frequency may be calculated for a specified gap between the film

and upper ground plane of the parallel plate waveguide.

Dielectric Loss Tangent Evaluation

The dielectric loss tangent of the thin film is evaluated from the unloaded Q-

factor.

where the subscript tf denotes thin film. Qo is the unloaded O-factor. Ofj —

(Pe,t/ tan^f/)"-^ is the thin film quality factor, and pe,f/ is the electric energj' filling

factor of the thin film. The parasitic Q-factor losses, Q~^, are given by

-Q~ = Pe,substrate ^^'^ ^substrate +
g

'q~ : (88)

where 07^ are parallel plate conductor losses. Pe. substrate, ^substrate are the electric

energy filling factor and loss tangent of the substrate, respectively, and denotes

radiative losses. For trapped modes, — 0. The partial electric energy filling

factor in region i is defined as the ratio of the electric field energy Wi in region i

normalized by the total electric field energy W in the resonant system; that is,

where i = 1.2.3.4, Xote that the total energies in the partial regions and resonant

system given in eq (89) are twice the average stored electric field energy, so that

the total stored electric energy- is obtained by summing separately the electric field

energies in each homogenous region,



where
|
Ei

\

is the amplitude of the complex electric field in region i. With the

resonant system operated in the TEo-y^ dominant mode, only azimuthal electric

fields exist. Once the radial wavenumbers are determined from the eigenvalue eq

(66) and the determinant of the matrix [B] in eq (81), the system of eqs (77) and

(78) can be truncated to solve for Am,Bn {m = n) and the azimuthal electric fields

in each region given by eqs (36) and (37).

Another approach for evaluating the partial electric filling factors is to employ

the material perturbation theorem [9],

>e. = 2^||^|, (91)

where i denotes region 1 (substrate) or region 2 (thin film).

The Q-factor of the resonant system is the ratio of the stored energy to the

dissipated power:

Qo = (92)

where fo is the resonant frequency and Ptot,int is the total power dissipated in the

resonant system, exclusive of any external loading losses in the measurement system.

The total dissipated power losses are

Ptot,int — Ptf 4" Psubstrate + Pc, (93)

where Ptf , Psubstrate ^^e thin film and substrate power losses, and Pc is conductor

loss. Equation (87) may then be rewritten as

1 Ptf ^ Psubstrate ^ Pc

Qo 27rfoW 2wfoW 27rfoW111
V</ ^substrate Vc

We note that the lowest Q of the three terms in eq (94) dominates and is approx-

imately equal to Qo, particularly if the other two Qs are more than 10 times the

smallest Q. The total power P^f dissipated in the dielectric resonant system is ob-

tained by a summation of several integrations performed over each region, similar

to eq (90),

4 I //

Pd = E 0 /,
lEi-EHci^.

i=l

CTj- -I- Loeoe

(95)

1= 1
^'
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For lossless regions exterior to the composite dielectric resonator, the above sum-

mation reduces to two integrations in the substrate and thin film.

The power dissipated in the parallel conductor plates may be determined in the

following way. In our resonant system the metals used as ground planes are the

same and have the same uniform, isotropic conductivity. At microwave frequencies,

the power loss may generally be approximated using the real part of the equivalent

surface impedance. For normal metals the surface impedance is

= ^(l+j), (96)

where 8 = \/2l{u}^a) is the plane- wave skin depth and a is the conductivity. The
surface resistance is

Rs=Re{Zs)=^, (97)
0(7

The microwave surface resistance of either annealed copper and silver plate that

may be used as the metal ground planes of the parallel- plate waveguide are shown

in Figs. 2 and 3 as a function of frequency at 297 K. These surface resistance

measurements are evaluated with the use of an ultra low-loss c-axis oriented single

crystal sapphire dielectric resonator with dimensions for TEon mode resonance (no

tunable gap) at 10 GHz [10]. The thickness of copper and silver was large relative to

the plane-wave skin depth. For other measurement frequencies the surface resistance

is scaled proportionally to the square root of frequency. Hence the power loss in

the parallel plate waveguide, which limits the Q-factor, is given by

=
l f r^\j^.j:\ ds
2 Js

- ^ / I
Htan I'

dS, (98)
2 Js

where Htan represents the tangential magnetic field at the ground planes that gen-

erates the surface current Js- If the radius of the ground planes is r^, the radial

magnetic field in each region may be computed from eq (34) and eqs (36) and (37)

and integrated in each partial region to give the expression for conductor power loss,

Pc = Rs[ \Hri P rdrd(i)+
/ / I

Hr,3
I

Tdrd<p + 2
/ / |

Hr,4 1^ rdrdd)]

Jo Jo ' Jo Jo Jo Ja

= 271
(l Hr,i |2 +

1

Hr,3 I') rdr + 2^''
I

Hr,4 I'
rdr (99)

These integrations can be tedious for the numerically derived radial magnetic field

components in each region. Another technique that can be used is the incremen-

tal inductance rule of Wheeler [11] or incremental frequency rule of Kajfez [12] for
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rotationally symmetric modes. To apply this rule, the resonant frequency of the

resonant system with perfectly conducting ground planes is computed. Then the

ground planes are moved inward by a full skin depth 8. The resulting change in reso-

nant frequency A/o((5) due to this perturbation of the resonant system is computed.

The conductor quality factor is then determined from

For completeness, we make one last comment. In practice, a resonant system is

always excited by rf coupling feeds that must deliver power to an external load

through a coupling port. The power loss due to the presence of an external load in

any resonant dielectric measurement system is defined by

Qe = —^- (101)
e

The stored energy in the numerator is still the energy stored in the resonant system,

but the power loss in the denominator is the external drain on the internal energy.

Thus, a loaded quality factor Ql is always measured, which is the total Q for the

system including power losses both internal and external to the resonant system.

The loaded Q is given by

Ql Qe Qo

where Qo is given by eq (92). The relationship between Qo and Ql is given by

Ql = T^, (103)

where the coupling coefficient k = Pe/Ptot,int- For a two-port resonant system,

K — Ki -\- K2. For a single mode two-port resonator with unequal coupling at its

input and output, we have

gO = QL(l + ACl+K2), (104)

- (105)
Sii + S22

M =
, (106)

Oil + 022

S,, = S,, = (107)
l-f- Ki -I- K2
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where ki and ^2 are the coupling coefficients at ports 1 and 2. ^n, 5*22, and are

the reflection and transmission magnitudes of the scattering S-parameters measured

at the resonant frequency /q. If the coupling at the two-port resonant system is made
equal, we simply have

so that the unloaded Q-factor may be determined from by measurement of the

coupling port insertion losses. This is the first step in any Q-factor measurement

for determining the loss tangent of a specimen in a dielectric resonator system.

UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS

Permittivity

Systematic uncertainties in the determination of e' are weakly affected by imper-

fections of the composite dielectric resonator sample faces, since for TEq modes, the

electric field has only an azimuthal component that is tangential and contiguous

with the resonator surfaces. The relative uncertainty in determining the permittiv-

ity of the film with TEoyjy dominant mode structure may be written in terms of the

uncertainties in dielectric resonator radius, substrate height, thin film thickness, gap

between film and upper ground plane, real permittivity of substrate and frequency

as,

^5'"'''"""
)' + (^f"'^^)']'^'. (109)

^r, substrate £ , j a /
T,substrate •>

where

Kt^
s;'' = -^'-^ (110)

is the sensitivity of the thin film permittivity relative to the parameter p. The

various sensitivity parameters must be numerically evaluated from eq (91).
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Dielectric Loss Tangent

The maximum probable uncertainty in dielectric loss tangent of the thin film spec-

imen under test is,

OPe,tf dQo

I AD ^^^^^tf . dtdin St

f

+
I

AQa ' + Ap e,substrate

'

I

I

I
'—^fe,suosiTaie p. \

"^c ^Ve, substrate.

I A c ^tan^t/
,

. .

-i-
I

Atan6,ui,st^Qte —7
I

• (111)
O tan dsubstrate

The maximum probable relative uncertainty in microwave dielectric loss tangent of

the thin film may then be written in terms of the relative uncertainties in Pe,*/?

Pe,substrate, Qo, Qc; and t'd.n bsubstrate and is given by

A(tan^i/) _ pe,t/ dtcLnStf Ape,tf .

_^
. Qo dta.n6tfAQo

tan% tan^i/ dp^^tf Pe,tf tan^^j- dQo Qo

Qc dtanStf AQc , , Pe,substrate tcLTl Sfj Ape,siifestrate i

+
tan^ty dQc Qc tan^^y dpe^substrate Pe,substrate

I

't^'^Ssubstrate dta.TlStf A tSU 6substrate
|

(112)
tan ^fy^ d tdbJl 6substrate Ssubstrate

The factors multiplying the various parameter relative uncertainties are the sensitiv-

ities of the dielectric loss tangent to each of these contributory uncertainties. Hence

the rms relative uncertainty in dielectric loss tangent of the thin film specimen is

A(tan%) _ u C^^^tf ^{Pe,tf) ^2 ,

^ct^nS,f A{Qo) ^2

A{pe,substrate) .2^ Qc n ^ \'~^Pe, substrate )

t^c Pe,substrate

where

^^^tanStf A(tan ^5ubstrate) x2jl/2
(113)

.lib. (rate tan Ssubstrate

SlZ'/' = 1, (114)

^tanStf ^ Pe.substrate^^^ ^substrate 1 ^'\^'-\

tan(5t/ QcPe,tf^^T^(>tf

itanfit^ 1
(116)
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Pe, substrate " teOl Ssubstrate

Pe,substrate ^3-11 ^substrate
(117)

Equation (113) is valid for any resonant system involving a thin film on a substrate,

whether dielectric resonator or cavity. Typically, the largest contributions to di-

electric loss tangent uncertainty are those due to uncertainties in conductor losses,

substrate losses or unloaded Q-factor.

SOLUTION ALGORITHM
^

We may summarize the solution algorithm as follows:

• Solve axial propagation constant equation for 2 for each integer value of n.

0^ -^ and /?^_3 may be written in terms of 2 ^^or each integer n. Whether

/?^2? ^n3 r^^^ or pure imaginary, reflecting propagating or evanescent

modes, depends on substrate, thin film, and gap permittivity and frequency.

The cLxial propagation equation is

tan
-1

tan(/?;,/ii) + tan
-1

n = 0,±1,±2,±3,

tan(/?^o/i3) + f3^^^h2 - nTT - 0,

(118)

• Values of the propagation constant 2 each n define the radial wavenum-

ber in the thin film =
\J^,

where rj^ = kQe'j.2 — (/5^,2)^' which is an

argument of the first governing equation,

00

E [d^o(da)/vi(eJa) + dA'o(e;a)Ji(da)l < Z^,sm{n7rz/h) >
n=l

The first governing equation has the matrix form

M(€;,2)B = 0,

(119)

(120)

and the solution for e^2
5
given frequency, (or frequency, given 4,2)' found

from the determinant

det M(4.2) 0. (121)
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• This last procedure allows the determination of the thin film permittivity

given the identified TEo^i, resonant frequency. Conversely, the TE(yy„ resonant

frequencies can be evaluated, given the thin film permittivity. Substitution of

the permittivity 2 i^^o the first governing equation allows the amplitude
vector B to be found.

• Substitution of B into the following second governing equation,

00

^Br,R\ie,a)<Z'^,sin{n7rz/h)> - A^Ji(Cia), (122)
n=l

permits the vector A to be found; that is, from the matrix equation

NB = PA, (123)

A = P-^NB (124)

• With A and B, both the film permittivity 2 electric and magnetic

field components are known, as weU as partial electric filling factors and con-

ductor plate losses. The thin-fikn loss tangent tan^^y is then evaluated from

where
^ ^
— Pe, substrate tan ^substrate ~H (126)

p Vc

and axe the parallel plate conductor losses.

• Relative uncertainties in thin film permittivity and dielectric loss tangent can

be determined numerically by evaluating the sensitivity (derivatives) of per-

mittivity and dielectric loss tangent to given parameters and relative uncer-

tainties of those parameters.

Once permittivity and dielectric loss characteristics of unpatterned thin films are

evaluated, they can be used to examine the effects of substrates on thin-film di-

electric behavior. They may also be used in advanced theoretical codes [14-16] to

evaluate the propagation constants 'y — a + jP for complex multi-layered thin film

coplanar waveguide devices. These evaluated propagation constants can then be

compared to microwave scattering parameter measurements for those devices.
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RELATION OF THIN FILM DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES WITH
PHYSICAL RELAXATION MECHANISMS

Accurately measured thin-film dielectric properties with a procedure such as that

outlined above provides the basis for studying the physical relaxation mechanisms

responsible for thin film electrical behavior. To see this, a thin film in an rf device

may be generally characterized by its intrinsic complex admittance YJ^^, which can

be written as,

YJum = G + jujC, (127)

where G and C are the intrinsic conductance and capacitance of the thin-film struc-

ture determined by the real and imaginary part of YJ-i^. The dielectric loss tangent

is given by
G

tan (5=—, (128)

and the Q x f product conventionally ascribed to bulk materials is

An interesting approach for evaluating the frequency domain response from the time

domain response of a step-excited thin film, once parasitics of the test structure or

test configuration have been removed, is to measure the time domain relaxation

current Jr- The complex film admittance can be considered a complex capaci-

tance, Yj-i^{u)) = jijj{C'{Lo) — jC"{Lo))^ relatable to the frequency-dispersive and

temperature- variable permittivity and dielectric loss tangent by the area and thick-

ness of the film. The real and imaginary parts of the complex capacitance in the

frequency domain are then given by the cosine and sine transforms of the relaxation

current,

C'{uj) = C'{ui) + - / Jrit)[cos{ujt) - cos{ujit)]dt, (130)
V Jo

A
C"{u) = - Jrsm{ut)dt, (131)

V Jo

where V is the applied voltage, A is the area of the test film, and C'{oJi) is the value

of the capacitance at an arbitrary frequency from frequency domain measurements.

The dielectric loss tangent is given by

tan<5=^, (132)
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where C" - Gjbj. Equations (139) and (140) may be integrated over a finite time

interval, with the early and late time responses yielding high-frequency and low-

frequency dielectric characterization of the thin film structure. If use is made of the

Curie- Schweidler law,

Jrit) = Jot-\ (133)

where x <1, and the power law dependence is valid over the integration range, the

real and imaginary parts of the complex capacitance in the frequency domain may
be written in analytic form as

C'{u) ^ CM + (a;-^ - ^.-i/o-4r(l-x^)sin(;rx/2)
(134)

C"i.) =
^oAr(l-x)cos(W2)^--^^

(^33^

where r(l — x) is the gamma function of 1 — x. The loss tangent in terms of the

power law dependence of the relaxation current is

JoAr(l - x)cos(7rx/2)a;^-i

C'{uj-^)V -f JoAr(l - x)sin(7rx/2)(u;^-i -OJ^')

The applicability and physical mechanisms resulting in Curie-Schweidler behavior

has been examined by Jonscher [17-19] and Fukuda, Numata, Aoki and Nishimura

[20]. Jonscher has observed this power law dependence in many structurally disor-

dered solids that are either glassy or crystalline. A natural variation in grain size in

polycrystaUine dielectric thin films could produce sufficient scatter in energy barrier

across the film as a result of complete carrier depletion. Fukuda, Numata, Aoki

and Nishimura have proposed that electrons from oxygen vacancies in interfacial

thin film- substrate depletion regions are the origin of this power law dependence.

In general, the nature of relaxation mechanisms for a wide spectrum of thin films

need further study in order to engineer the dielectric properties at high frequency.

SUMMARY

A new procedure for in-plane microwave dielectric characterization of unpat-

terned thin films has been derived. In this method, the thin film and its substrate

are used as an axiaUy layered TEoy^ dielectric resonator. Specimens need not be

metallized. This procedure permits dielectric characterization in the plane of the

thin film over a tunable frequency range. With the introduction of a tunable gap

between the thin film and upper ground plane of a parallel plate waveguide, the

partial electric field energy filling factor in the specimen can be maximized, which

enhances the sensitivity of the technique to thin film electrical properties.
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Future work will involve numerical analysis of the theoretical derivations and

experimental measurements focussed principally on high-permittivity ferroelectric

thin films. The thin film dielectric properties will be correlated with structural,

compositional, and surface morpologicaJ properties for microwave applications.
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Appendix A: Unnormalized Axial Eigenfunctions

General solutions for the unnormalized axial eigenfunctions may be written as

Zl^{z) = a„sin(/?;,i2), 0<z<h, (A - 1)

Z^^^iz) = 6„sin(^^,2-^) + c„cos(/3;,2z), h

and

< z <hi+ /i2, (A - 2)

in sm hi + h2 < z < h,
. - _ .

(A -3)

where /?,^ - (A:^^^ - r;„^)i/2 or = j{rj>^ - ^2<Ji/2. /j^^^ ^ (^2,.^^ _ ^/.)i/2

or = - ^o'4,2)^/'; A,3 = ikl - vif" or =M - klf": and h =

hi + h2 + hs. Continuity of the azimuthal electric field and radial magnetic field at

z = hi yields

anSm{P^ihi) = 6„sin(/3i2^i) + CnCos(/?^2^i).

a,/5j,i cos(/?i,i/zi) = 6„/3;^2Cos(/5;,2Ai)-Cn<2siii(,

Solving for and

, an

Pn,2

and

Cyj,

Hence

7/1

Cr,. we obtain,

MPn,ihi) sin(/5i,2/^i) + cos(/3;,i/ii) cos(/?;,2/^i)]
,

- 4)

|^ K2 sm(/3^>i) cos(/?^,2/^i) - Pn,i MPiahl) cos(/?;,i/m)] . (A - 5)
f^n,2

= 6nSin(^;,2^) + CnCOs(/3i,2^)

''^^
.2

sin(/3,^/i.O sin(/3,^.2^i) + (^li cos{(3l^hi) cos{(3l^hi)

L ' n,2

/3^^2 sin(/3^.i/ii) cos(^^,2^i) - sin(/3^,2fei) cos(/?i,ifei)

sin(/?;,2^)

+

a

cos(/3;,2^))

sin(/3^,i/ii) sin(/3j,2/^i) sin(/3;,2^) + sin(/3;,iAi) cos(/3;,2^i) cos(/3j,2-^)

[cos(/?;,i/M)cos(/?;^2^i)sin(<2^) - sin(/3i,2^i)cos(/?J,i/ii)cos(/?;,2^)])
3/1

•n,2
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or

<2(^) - ^(<2sin(/?;,i/ii) [sin(/3i,2/M)sin(/3;,2^) + cos(/3^,2/^i)cos(/?^2^)

+<! cos(<i/.i) [cos(/?i,2/^i) sin(/3;,2^) - sin(/5i,2/^i) cos(/5i,2^)] ).

Using the trigonometric identities [6]

cos(x — y) cos X cos y + sin x sin y,

sin(a; — y) = sin a: cos ?/ — cos x sin

we can write

and

so that

sin(/3i,2/ii) sin(/3j,2^) + cos(/5i_2/ii) cos(/3;_2^)] = cos [/5;,2(^ - h^)

cos(/3^,2/ii)sin(/?J,2^) - sin(^;,2/ii)cos(/3i,2'^)

^ [<2sin(/3i,i/.i)cos [/5i,2(^-/ii
^n,2

— sin

an-^cos(/3j-i/ii)
Pn,2

)]
cos(/5i,i/ii)sin

+ sin

or

7/1

<2(^)

where

a„^cos(/5^,i/ii)(tan$; cos '/5;,2(^ - /^i)] + sin [/3j,2(^ - Ai)]) ,
(A - 6)

We may determine (i„ in terms of by invoking continuity of the azimuthal electric

field or radial magnetic field at z = /ii + ^^2; that is,

Z^.iz) = Z^Jz). z = h^+ho

dz dz

z = hi + h2

z = hi -\- h2.
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From contiiiiiity of the azimuthal electric field,

-^-..1

cos(./3i_i/ii)[taii#Jcos(j3i^/i2) + siii(^J,2^2)] = -d, siii( j;:^/i3)

so that

= —a

cps(/?^,ifei) rah I. ^ , rah ^l

, sm(3,.2fe2) . . [tan cot^.J„^2/^2) + l] (.4 - 8)

In a similar manner, we could use continnitj' of the radial magnetic field at 2 =
hi + /i2 to give

a..5^ 1 cosf^J.iAi) ^cos(^f:,2/22) - tan $: 5in(3;',2^2)] = f^-.
-^J.3 cos( jJaAa).

or

a-. cos(j; 2^2)^
^n.l COs(/?i^lfel)

'n.3
COS(i3^.3/l3)

[1 - tan tan( 2^2)] - - 9)

If we use the last boundar}' condition, we caa \\Tite the unnormalized eigenfunction

Zn,3{z) in the gap as

<3(-) = d^sm[p'^^{z-h)\=-d^sm[3l^{h-z)]

= cosfe/^2)§^ ^°^|^^| [tan$^an«2/^2) - l]
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Appendix B: Real and for Evanescent Fields in Substrate and
Tuning Gap

It may readily be shown that $n and '^n in the axial wave propagation constant eq

(76) are always real for real 2' ^^^^ /^n,i /^n,3 imaginary.

Case 1: ^ Pure Imaginary

To see this, note that if — j{T]^ — kle'^^Y^^ where rj^ — k^e'^^ is real, then

^ = j I ^ I

is pure imaginary. Hence \

h
2

tan $n -^f-tan(j
I I

h,) = -^^jtanhd
|

h,

- ^^tanh(|/?^,J/.i),

which is real if 2 real. In this

becomes.

(5-1)

case the axial wave propagation constant equation

tan
-1

-^tanh(|/3i,J/^i;
.1 f^n,l I

+ tan
-1

^tan(/?;,3/i3) +/?^,2/i2-n7r = 0,

J^n,3 J

Case 2: 3 Pure Imaginary

U Pis ^j{vi^-kiy/\ where r]\-

In this case,

n = 0,±1,±2,±3,.. (5-2)

T\\ — k\ is real, then 3 = j | 3 |
is pure imaginary.

tan — -f^ tMj
I /^'a I

hs) = -^;^;tanh(| /3„^,3
|

hs)

^tanh(|/5^,3|/^3), (5-3)

which is real provided 2 real. The axial wave propagation constant equation

+ tan-^ ^^^^ tanh(| /?^.3 |

/13) + ^^^2^2 -mr = 0,tan-^ [§^tan(/5j,i/.i)

= 0,±1,±2,±3,... (5-4)
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Case 3: /3^ 3 Pure Imaginary

For this case the axial propagation constant eq (76) becomes,

tan
-1 ^^.2 ^„„i /, oh

I

tanh(|
I

hi + tan'
Pi,,

tanh(| /5i ,
I
hs)

n = 0,±1,±2,±3,...

+ /3;,2^2 - riTT = 0,

(5-5)

which remains real for real 2-
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Appendix C: Evaluation of Integrals Ji, I2, and /a for Normalization

Constant Cn

The integrals 7i, I2, and I^, are in standard form and may be evaluated with the

use of the following definite integrals [6],

/
cos xdx = — +

X sm X cos X
(C-1)

/
sin X cos xdx

and

sin'^ xdx =

sin^ X

X sm X cos X

Hence

or

h =
/ sm\f3'^-^z)dz = -J- ' sin^vdv
Jo Jo

V sm V cos V

2 2

/1 =

(C-2)

(C-3)

(C-4)

rhi+h2 .

Jh, ^
tan $r> cos

'hi

'h2 2

= y ^tan$nCos /3^ 2^ + sin 0^,2'^ )
^'^

= f^' [tan^ $^ cos2(/3^ 2^^) + 2 tan cos(/?i 2^) MA,2^) + sin2(/?^ 2^)]^^^
Jo

= tan^$„/ cos^(/?i 2'^)^" + 2tan$„ /
cos(/3j 2'") sin(/3„ 2"")^^

Jo ' Jo '

'

Jo

tan $n
u sm u cos V

2 ^ 2 J 0
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+2tan$,

+
1 \v sin u cos u

0

0

tan^ $n
/3;,2A2 + sin(/3i,2/l2)cOs(/?;,2/^2)

tan $n .
9,^t , ^

+ -;^sin2(^;_2^2)
/5.'2

+
1

2/5^2
/3;,2/^2-sin(/?;,2^2)cos(/?;,2^2)

or

/2 = y (tan^ + l) +
sin(^J 2^2)cos(/?„,2^2'

+ tan $,

2/3„^2

sin^(/^i^2fe2)

^

/^n'2

(tan^ -
1)

The third integral is

= f sm

sm^ vdv

dz

1

(3h Jo
sin^ vdv

sin(/?^3/l3)cOs(/?n,3/^3)

(C-5)

(C-6)
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Appendix D: Evaluation of Integrals /j, I2, and for Mode-Matched
Solution Inner Products

The integrals Ii, /2, and in eqs (93), (94), and (95) are needed for evaluation

of the inner products < Z^, sin(n7rz//z.) >. For these evaluations, the following

indefinite integrals are used [13]:

/si„(a. + 6)si„(cx + <i)*
sin [(a — c)x + b — d] sin [(a + c)x b + d]

2(a - c) 2(a + c)

aVc', (^-1)

and

COS [{a — c)x + 6 — rf] cos [{a + c)x + 6 + rf]

2(a - c) 2(a + c)

aVc^ (^-2)

The first integral Ii is given by

/i = / sin{(3j^iz)sm{mrz/h)d2
Jo

sm (/?i,i
- n7r/h)h, sm (/3^,i + n7T/h)h,

sin(/3:^,,fei) cos(^) - cos(/3^^i/ii) sin(^)

sin(/3^,i/ii)cos(^) + cos(/3^,ifei)sin(^)

2(/5^,i + nTT/Zi)

or

'

/?^,i/^cos(/?^,,/ii)sin(^)-n7rsin(/3^,i/^i)cos(^)
'

(D-S)

I2 is given by

I2 = tan$7„ / cos

•hi +h2

IJhi

+ sin [/3^_2(-^ - ^i)J
sin(-^)rf^

tan $rn /2a + /2fe, (7^-5)
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where

'2a

^i+'^s nirz.

h
sm cos dz

2(if-/5^,2)

+
cos(

n7rh\
COS ^(/ll +M + A,2/^2

2(^ + /?l2)

cos(^)-cos n7r(/ii+/t2)
cos(/?4^2^2) - sin

n7r(/ii + /i2)
sin(/3^,/i2)

+ -

cos(^) - cos
n7r(/ii +/i2

)

h
cos(/3^ 2^2) + sin

mT{hi +/12)
sin(/?;^,2^2)

p-6)

or

'2a

nTT [COS(^) - COS (li^iA^) COs(/3;^,2^2:

sm(/?^,2/^2)
mT{hi+h2)

h

Similaxly,

J

hi+h2
sin

sin

'A,2^-^i,2^i] sin(^)rfz

sin

smi

sin(^)
2(/3^,2 + x) 2(/3;^,2 + W/^)

sin(/?^^2^2)cos
[

-(y^^)
]
- cos(/3^,2^2)sin

,

sin(^) sin(znEAi)

{D-7)

n7r(fei4-/i2) 1

m,2 TITT
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sin(/3i,o^2)cos
h + cos(/?J^ 2^2)sin

n7r(Ai +/i2

)

or

/26 = /^i-

/5i,2/^ (cos(/?:^>2)sin - sin(i^))

mr sin(/?^ 2^2) cos
nn(hi +A2

)

Lastly,

is = /' sinfc,3/.-/3^,3z)sin(^)rf^

/i
sin

-[—

sin

^ L

+
sin

+
sin 'i3i,3h^{^-A,3){hii-h2)]

'^Tf — Pit. r,h .„„"m,o "m,3

sin(/j^,3fe3)cos [^(/ii + h^)] - cos(/j^,3/i3)sin + h2)]

2^ nTT + Z?^-^/)nTT + /3^_3/i

sin(^^,3/i3)cos [^(/ii + h2)\ + cos(/j^,3/i3)sin [^(/li + h 0]
],

(i)-10)

or

13 = h[

+

n7rsin(/3^^3/i3)cos[^(/ii+/i2)]

in^y - {Pi,3hY

/?^,3/icos(/3^,3/i3)sin[^(/zi + /^2)]

{n^Y - {^'m,3h?
{D-ll)
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